Fusion the Platform
Glace Web Fusion allows organizations to fully manage any type of content or business process - from a simple to-do list to full
blown applications like a Customer Relationship Management (CRM), Inventory, HR Management, Project Management,
Document Management and lots more. Fusion can turn any paper base process like customer forms, employee application
form, surveys, schedules, etc into an application that the entire business can use. Fusion’s built-in features allows for building
custom applications fast, saving a company time and money.
Fusion is a web based platform so any employee with a web browser or mobile device can be up and running in no time.
Fusion can be installed and setup on a single server locally or on your current website making implementation easy. Installation
takes a matter of minutes and provides easy controls so anyone can manage the system with ease. Fusion makes it possible
for businesses to create custom work-flows that match their organization needs instead of using complicated applications that
they have to figure out.

Fusion Applications
Applications are custom built to fit your business and not the other way around. Fusion applications can be any type of office
application like Document Management System, Customer Relationship System, Inventory Management, Project Management
System and lots more. The power of Fusion apps is that they are accessible through any web browser on the desktop, mobile
or tablet devices so work can be done from anywhere. Fusion built-in permissions allows apps to be made available to specific
users in your company, giving you full control over who can access what application.

Fusion Stack
Fusion is made up of a number of layers. These layers provide various services for applications running on the platform. The
Fusion stack is what makes developing new applications easy, fast and under budget.
Universal UI
Fusion has a consistent User Interface (UI) for all applications so learning to manage multiple applications is easy. With Fusion
universal UI, users feel like they are using one big application that covers all their work aspects. Fusion is flexible and adaptive
to any form factor such as tablets and mobile devices and transforms the layout to fit whatever screen size you are using.
User Management
User management is easy with Fusion. Employees can sign up by entering simple information such as their name, email and
password. A profile is then created for that user and the system is then accessible. User sign-ups can also be made pending
upon approval by an administrator and accounts can easily be disabled or deleted altogether.
Applications
Installing and managing applications is done with one click. Applications and updates are packaged in a zip file that can be
uploaded and installed by the Fusion package manager. All applications can then be made available to certain users or made
public for the entire business to access.
The application manager has a unique permission system that allows users to be assigned to various apps. Users can be
assigned to an application so only the apps they need to access is available to them. This allows certain apps to be used by
specific users or departments.

Communication
Fusion has a two phase communication system that allows users and apps to communicate with each other and the outside
world. Users/apps can communicate to each other internally with messaging and alerts so an instant chat app or messaging
app can be used. Apps can also send emails which is useful for schedule alerts, calendar appointments, etc.
Database/Documents
Fusion manages all application and user content efficiently. Sensitive content is encrypted and saved in the database. Creating
and removing database tables is all done by fusion and allows apps to request the environment they need for storage. Fusion
allows for easy document uploading and storage with file type management that can be turned on or off.

Why choose Fusion?
Keep content in one central place

Maintain control over content

With Fusion, you can upload and insert all business or
customer records in one central place. This is then accessible
to all necessary staff and can be accessed through various
devices.

To prevent information being accessed by the wrong people,
you can set permissions against each application or user and
take control over your business work-flow.

Access content from anywhere, at anytime

Collaborate within your organization

Because Fusion is web based, this ensures that colleagues
don’t require VPN access and other networking tools to view
and work with applications. As long as teams have access to
an internet connection or intranet, they can view, create and
edit content directly in the browser without installing software
on each device.

Fusion communication layer allows applications to send
messages internally or to email. This allows staff to collaborate
on documents, customer records and various business
processes with each other or customers.

Glace Web is dedicated to the Fusion Platform so this is why Fusion system updates are free for as long as the application is
supported. All Fusion instances will receive updates via the internet and automatically downloaded and installed with minimum
support. This is to provide the latest patches, bug fixes and feature enhancements to the system. Once Fusion is installed it will
never be out dated so your business can rest assured that they are using the latest version with the best features.
Our vision is to grow the Fusion Platform into an environment that can adapt to any business work-flow providing the best
solution of application hosting. Contact us and find out how Fusion can help your business operate better.

Who is using Fusion
Fusion can serve businesses small and large from a single person managing their business records to a large scale
organization with multiple departments and offices in different locations.
St. Lucia Air & Sea Ports Authority (SLASPA)
SLASPA is a large organization with multiple departments and teams spread out in multiple locations. Fusion helps the
organization consolidate their many departments and database silos into a comprehensive and simple to use list of
applications. Users/departments are assigned to their appropriate applications and only have access to the information they
need to complete their task. Each application have their unique needs so Fusion provides the underlining technology that
enables applications to complete their task such as email, document/database storage, etc.
Fusion User Management System allows administrators to easily assign users to applications and set individual permissions for
those applications so managing a large organization is easy. Employees log into Fusion with their email and a secure password
making it easy for staff to access and administrators to sort out individuals and their roles.
Mauricette Auto Repairs
A local business in St. Lucia, Mauricette Auto Repairs specializes in auto-body repairs of collisions, frame/chassis straightening
and other auto services. As a mid size business, they're faced with the task of organizing their customers records and
managing inventory. Fusion host a single application that helps them create estimates, turn those estimates into active projects
and manage the entire work-flow from start to finish. Inventory, customer vehicles and employees jobs are all tracked providing
a trail that can be analyzed by management.
Since applications are custom built to suit their business environment employees have no problem using and completing their
work task. The learning curve is then reduced because the work-flow is unique to that environment allowing staff to focus on
their work and not the application. Fusion can manage most business processes and provide a easy to use interface for
employees to do the work needed.
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